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This is a great bible cover! I have a nice bible and I wanted to do something to protect it and make it

last a really long time. Not only do I get that from this, it's nice. Quality and I'm in love with it!!! It's

great, there are also spots inside for higighter and pens and then there enough space that I can

keep extra papers and notes and bookmarks in the back. It's exactly what I needed and I highly

recommend:)

I am absolutely amazed at how this looks WAY better than the photo shown. I purchased 2 of these.

One for my friend and one for myself. I was worried because I didn't check the dimensions before

ordering it. My husband said the dimensions for my NLT Life App Bible would not fit. I prayed it

would and it fits perfectly! It's not snug at all. Perfect size with room to zip! Also. It looks brown. Not

burgundy, which is a PLUS for me!

Love this bible cover. The Medium size is the perfect fit for my bible w/o being too big. It has 2

pen/pencil bands to hold one of each, which I like. The zipper is sturdy and seems to be able to hold

up over time. I also like the smaller handle, just enough to grab and go. The names on the front are

just a simple reminder of who He is for us every day. My only wish would be some kind of pocket to

keep some note cards in. I wish the back had a zipper pouch or maybe on the inside. Other than

that, It is a wonderful cover.

If you are going to buy this Bible cover make sure you have the right measurements, I ordered the

large size and it was too big for my Bible. Nevertheless I like it, and I gave it to my daughter. The

material was ok!

I rally love the cover. I have had so many compliments on it.... I was afraid that the handle would

give me problems due to a comment I had read but so far no problems....Thanks

This is a very nice Bible Cover. It looks just as nice in person as it does in the photo. It was a little

difficult for my to choose the right size as I was afraid that the medium would be too small as the

measurements were just a tad smaller than the book. I purchased the Large and it is a little big, but

the book does not fall out it does stay in place.

I wanted a zippered case to hold my Bible and some bookmarks etc.. This does the job very well. I



have a large print Bible but still need a magnifier for the references etc.. which are not printed in

large type. I also carry a small straight edge to help with highlighting. This case has 2 pencil holder

bands and the pockets which encase the Bible covers help hold the magnifier and other loose

items.Not only does it work very well for the intended purpose but it looks great and the texture feels

like soft glove leather. Also, when unzipped it lays completely flat on the table which is very helpful.

YEAH, BIBLES, BECAUSE HE HAS MORE THAN ONE. THIS ONE FIT PERFECT FOR THE

LARGER ONE HE OWNS AND HE LIKED IT WHEN I GAVE IT TO HIM. MINISTRY IS HIS

MAJOR. PRETTY NICE COVER, RECOMMENDED TO ANYONE LOOKING FOR ONE.
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